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Promoting market-ready water innovations

SubSol – SubSurface WaterSolutions
Capitalizing on 65 years of subsurface water storage and treatment experience in Dutch urban coastal regions. New features ensure applicability in saline (groundwater) environments. Bridging water demand and supply in space and time, with limited footprint and robust water quality. Securing access to freshwater. At all times.

OPENING UP THE UNDERGROUND...

...SOLVING WATER CHALLENGES WORLDWIDE

THE MARKET AND OUR BUSINESS

INVESTMENT NEEDS, DEPENDENT ON APPLICATION SCALE

CLIENTS, PRODUCTS & SERVICES, LOCATIONS REGIONS
- Horticulture – large greenhouses
- Water Supply Companies
- Food and Beverage industry
- Cities & water authorities, NAFTA & regional
- Feasibility studies, cost-benefit analyses, design & engineering, construction management, commissioning, optimization of O&M
- Northwest Europe, Mediterranean, Gulf of Mexico, China, Singapore, Gulf region

SUBSOL HAS RECEIVED FUNDING FROM THE EUROPEAN UNION’S HORIZON 2020 RESEARCH AND INNOVATION PROGRAMME UNDER GRANT AGREEMENT NO 642228

200K € – 10M €

30 – 500 K €
SubSol
Secure freshwater availability. At all times.

klaasjan.raat@alliedwaters.com